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"If anger & envy are a disease, 
so is lust, gluttony, greed, 
pride & arrogance"

 
"When Love is my Mistress, 
Light is my Master"

 
"The truth about anything is 
heavily influenced by belief"
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"Arrogant people cannot be 
humbled but they can be 
humiliated”

 
"When love is an adjective it 
describes who I am being"

 "An Ordeal is living someone 
else's reality, which is not 
Ideal"
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"When love is a verb, it is in 
opposition to who I am: 
When love is a noun, it 
defines what I need"

 
"My sub-conscious mind 
shouts at me & throws 
tantrums: My super-
conscious mind is still & quiet 
& calm"
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"With Conscious-Awareness 
the authority of my Mind is 
empowered & the power of 
my Mind is authorised"

 "Ideality is the Reality of 
Ideas, which is Ideal”

"Consciousness is a Mind 
being aware of its Thoughts
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"Unawareness is an emotional 
incompetence: 
Unconsciousness is a mental 
incapacity"

 
"The Power of the Mind is 
Awareness: The Authority of 
the Mind is Consciousness"
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"Triality is a trial reality: You 
have to try it for it to become 
a reality"

 
“Non-Duality is the state of 
non-being, which is no state 
to be in"

"Irritation & bother is 
inspiration in disguise"
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"Duality is where I am: 
Singularity is from whence I 
came: Triality is where I am 
going"

 "Force without magnitude is 
impotent"

 
"Non Duality is a negative 
concept: Triune Reality is a 
positive concept"
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"An actor without clear 
direction will not see the 
purpose of the play"

 
"Politics is the art of 
presenting the proud & 
arrogant hubris & bigotry of 
leadership with caring & 
humble, meek humility to its 
followers"
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"When a Government has a 
clear vision for its nation & a 
purposeful mission statement 
for its people, politicians are 
no longer acceptable"

 
"It doesn't matter how much 
you train your brain, it won't 
expand your mind, so it won't 
improve your IQ"
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"It doesn't matter how many 
programmes you put into a 
computer, it won't make the 
computer more intelligent"

 
"Man's Laws are my Doom: 
Family Principles are my Fate: 
My Personal Vision is my 
Destiny"
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 "I both cause the nature of 
my own reality & experience 
its effect"

 
"The Secret is the Golden 
Choice that is the 3rd Way 
that follows the Golden Rule 
that allows the Law of 
Attraction to be attractive"
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"Science is searching the 
universe for the cause & 
nature of reality because they 
believe the answer lies 
outside of their Self"

 
"The reality of Science is that 
individual theories are 
believed to be universally 
true"
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"Life happens to me when I 
am not expecting it, happens 
by me when I am expecting it 
& life happens through me 
when I overcome expectation"

 
"Being Heard is an emotional 
need not a right”
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"Freedom of Speech does not 
entitle the Right to be Heard"

 
"With Self Development, 
everyone is following their 
own lead & leading their own 
path"

"Appreciation requires 
growth & interest"
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"In the Personal Development 
Movement, followers are 
seeking leaders to follow & 
leaders are seeking followers 
to lead"

 
"Standards are there to be 
owned: Boundaries are there 
to be expanded: Laws are 
there to be understood: Rules 
are there to be a measure"
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"Life happens as me when I 
am boundless & free: That is 
the perfect standard for me"

 
"The Law of Attraction works 
beneficially through me when 
I follow the Golden Rule"

 
"I am Truly Selfish when I 
follow the Golden Rule"
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"3 party politics is obstructive: 
2 party politics is divisive: 1 
party politics is dictatorial: 
No party politics is 
expansive"

 
"Inner governance requires 
personal self control: External 
governance seeks to control 
every person"
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"When I follow my Soul's 
authority, life happens 
through me: When I follow 
my Divine Authority, life 
happens as me"

 
"When I follow other people's 
authority, life happens to me: 
When I follow my ego's 
authority, life happens by me"
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"Declining growth is still 
growth: declining interest is 
still interest"

 
"It is realistic for 
Consciousness to grow: It is 
not realistic for growth to 
grow"
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"Politics has no role to play in 
a free Democracy”

 
"Parliament is a place where 
people are meant to parley 
(talk & discuss) freely"

 
"Choosing to feel good 
requires the attainment of 
emotional intelligence"
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"Feeling Good is an emotional 
state of being that often has 
no rational explanation, I just 
feel good"

 
"A Minister without portfolio 
has no idea how they are 
supposed to be serving the 
people"
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"When the person I elect to 
Parliament is allowed a free 
vote in parliament, I will elect 
to vote"

 
"Nobody in their right mind 
ever elected another person to 
run' their life for them"
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"A Prime Politician is the 
leader of a political party 
seeking to control the fate of a 
nation"

 
"A self-serving Politician has 
mastered the art of the science 
of politics"
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"Politics is the artful science 
of directly managing people 
with their consent"

 
"The role of government is to 
manage & control the 
administration of the running 
of the country not the control 
& management of the people"
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"A Prime Minister is the 
leader of a group of people 
elected by the people to 
administer the wants & needs 
of the people for the people"

 
"A self-serving Minister is an 
oxymoron when to minister is 
defined as to serve the wants 
& needs of others"
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"It is illegal to plunder the 
assets & resources of other 
people but it is not yet illegal 
to plunder the assets or 
resources of the Earth"

 
"A Corporation is an 
incorporate entity that has the 
legal rights of an individual 
person, with limited liability 
for its actions"
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"Presence allows clarity to 
flow in my direction & my 
direction to flow with clarity"

 
"Without a clue (clew) the 
Labyrinth is inescapable"

 
"Knowledge is finite: 
Ignorance is infinite"
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"Most democratic 
governments are run by 
people who believe that the 
people are not capable of 
governing themselves"

 
"Capitalism is an economic 
pyramid system that draws 
wealth to the top of a 
commercial hierarchy, which 
is capital for an elite minority"
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"A Socialist Democracy is a 
state owned economic system 
that is run by the people, for 
the people: A Capitalist 
Democracy is an oxymoron"

 
"When you feed desire with 
multiple options, you take 
away the ability to be at 
choice"
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"Without third world debt 
there is no third world 
poverty"

 
"World poverty will end 
when lending money at 
interest is banned along with 
the ability for banks to own 
money"
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"The World is governed, 
controlled & maintained by 
the Law of Attraction. Only 
those who truly understand 
this Golden Rule will ever 
govern"

"Words have no meaning 
unless they are defined"
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"The Public Sector Borrowing 
Requirement is the amount of 
bank credit required to pay 
the accrued interest on 
government debt"

"Accidents happen to me: 
Mistakes happen by me: Co-
incidence happens through 
me: Miracles happen as me”
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"Physical balance is a sub-
conscious capability: Mental 
balance is a conscious 
capacity: Emotional balance is 
a super-conscious 
competence"

"The Rights that I have can be 
taken away: The Right that I 
do can be wrong: The Right 
that I am is mine by Right"
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"It is my Freedom of Speech 
that will convict me: It is my 
Choice of Word that will free 
me"

 
"The Pursuit of Happiness is a 
Fool's Errand: Pursuing 
anything is a statement of not 
having it, which perpetuates 
your misery as a reality"
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"Consciousness never sleeps, 
it just changes form" 

 
"The conscious mind works 
like a camera & the sub-
conscious mind works like a 
projector, whilst the super-
conscious mind is the 
director”
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"The best belief system has 
the most mental authority & 
the highest emotional power 
that enables the greatest 
physical ability”

 
"Without a conscious Actor, a 
sub-conscious Script-writer & 
a super-conscious Director, 
there is no supra-conscious 
Producer or production”
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"In relationship to other 
people, being sensitively-
detached is neither offensive 
nor defensive"

 
"My health enables me, not 
my knowledge or experience"

 
"My power comes from being 
well, not money"
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"My authority comes with 
wisdom, not status"

 
"People who can be bought 
can also be sold"

"Balance is an unconscious 
competence that I sub-
consciously lose"
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"I can know life as an 
experience between birth & 
death or I can know Life as a 
Conscious Creation of Love & 
Light in time-space-reality"

 
"I can see light as visible 
electro-magnetic photons or I 
can see Light as a frequency 
of the vibration of electro-
magnetic-gravity waves"
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"I can feel love as the 
emotional energy that I need 
or I can feel Love as a 
magnitude of universal 
emotional omnipotent power"

"The only way to relieve a 
debt is to repay it"
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"The primary reason for 
holding on to negative 
emotions is our disconnected 
unawareness of the negative 
limiting beliefs that caused 
them"
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"10% of money loaned by 
banks comes from their 
fractional reserve: 90% of 
money loaned by banks 
comes from their fictional 
supplement" 

"It is my experience in time & 
space that allows 'one thing 
after another' to be a reality"
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"A Fractional Reserve is a 
fictional amount of credit 
available for banks to offer to 
their customers as a debt, to 
be repaid with interest"

 
"Fractional Reserve Lending 
is where the amount of 
money on deposit in a bank is 
a fraction (usually 10%) of 
what is loaned to borrowers”
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"Forcing people to be good 
civilians takes away their 
choice, which takes away 
their authority & dis-enables 
their power"

 
"The blind leading the blind 
on a non-stop treadmill living 
a nightmare they can't wake 
up from: A horde of zombies 
or the morning commute?"
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"Borrowing money will put 
you in the black instead of the 
red but never in the white"

 
"Debt relief is required to 
make a debt sustainable, so 
that more interest is payable 
to the credit of the bankers, 
who are very relieved"
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"Other people are a sign-post 
that may direct you on your 
path, may direct you on their 
path or may even get you 
lost"

 
"Influence does not connect 
you to your power, but the 
people that you influence 
may defer their authority, to 
you"
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"I get to choose whether I 
experience 'one thing after 
another' as a problem, a 
challenge or an opportunity"

 
"Life just is, 'one thing after 
another' because reality is 
continuously changing"
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"When life happens through 
me, I am context accepting: 
When life happens as me, I 
am context creative"

 
"When life happens to me, I 
am context dependant: When 
life happens by me, I am 
context interpretive"
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"Inheritance is not a right: 
You can  either earn it or you 
can learn from it"

 
"When life happens through 
me, I am empowered with 
inspiration: When life 
happens as me, I use Love as 
my creative power"
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"Will power is my Self 
motivating my Self or my Self 
motivating another”

 
"When life happens to me, I 
need motivation: When life 
happens by me, I have will 
power"
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"My Self is the Pupil: My Soul 
is the Teacher"

 
"My ego judges as positive or 
negative its choices of 
polarity: My Soul chooses a 
choice of gender for its Self to 
emotionally experience"
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"I am never the source of 
another's humiliation but I 
can be a catalyst to their 
experiencing it”

 
"My Soul always has a 
positive perception of its Self 
& a positive perspective of its 
choice of both the journey & 
the destiny"
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"Re-uniting with Oneness is 
being my Soul: It is my id, my 
ego & my entity in divine 
alignment"

 
"A purposeful life has definite 
meaning: When I define the 
meaning of my life it has 
purpose: The mean defines 
the balance in my purpose"
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"With the skills of Listening, 
Empowering & Clarifying; a 
Life Coach re-orients the 
client on their path with 
Clarity, Direction & Presence"

 
"When neuroscience realises 
that the brain has no memory 
it will discover that we all 
have a mind of our own"
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"I coach clients to need me for 
nothing: It is my gift to them”

 
"Paradise is not a place but an 
experience"

 
"The speed of light is not 
relative to its source because 
it doesn't have one: Energy 
just Is"
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"I Love the Lord my God with 
all my heart, all my soul, all 
my mind & all my strength; in 
Paradise"

 
"I love my neighbour as my 
Self, in Paradise"

 
"The Law of Attraction is ever 
Benign, in Paradise"
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"Nobody ever forgets 
anything, in Paradise"

  
"Death is a joyous event, in 
Paradise"

  
"Everything happens in 
Divine Time, in Paradise” 
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"My destiny fulfils my vision, 
my mission & my purpose; in 
Paradise"

 
"Everyone is in control of 
their own power & their own 
authority and responsible for 
their own actions, in 
Paradise"
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"Nobody ever gets sick, in 
Paradise"

 
"The Fat Lady Sings, in 
Paradise"

 
"And we all live happily ever 
after, in Paradise"
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"Thy kingdom come, thy will 
be done, on Earth as it is in 
Heaven, in Paradise"

 
"Through the imperfection of 
my Self, I see the perfection of 
life: Through the perfection of 
my Self,  I see the 
imperfection of life"
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"Kindliness kindles 
compassion: Kindness 
generates generosity"

 
"With Goodness, I overcome 
judgment: With Grace, I 
overcome need: With 
Goodness & Grace, I attain 
Gentleness"
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"The Lymphatic System joins 
the Primo-Vascular System to 
the Cardio-Vascular System 
or the Energy Body to the 
Physical Body"

 
"A photon of light carries the 
thought: A phonon of sound 
carries the word"
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"I 'get on' with someone who I 
like: I 'get off' with someone 
who I fancy: I 'get' someone 
who I love"

 
"A Procrastinator cannot 
decide on the right choice: A 
Prevaricator cannot decide on 
the best choice"
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"Every photon of thought is 
transmitted on a wave of 
emotion"

 
"Is a Thought real or have I 
just made it up?"

 
"A tree is a source of shade, 
not a Source of Light"
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"The Tree of Life is never 
struck by lightning only 
inspiration"

 
"Light is a force for Good: Life 
would be no good without it"

"A Treatment is Meant to be a 
Treat"
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"I can choose to see light as an 
electro-magnetic photon or 
wave or I can choose to see 
electro-magnetic-gravity as a 
Force of Light"

 
"Light is neither a photon nor 
a wave when it is the 
Universal Force of all Energy"
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"Photons are a figment of 
Einstein's imagination: They 
have no mass therefore no 
physical reality, just a 
theoretical hypothesis"

 
"We all have our own watch 
that is set to the same time: 
We all have our own body 
clock that runs to its own 
time"
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"The speed of light is not 
constant: It is relative to the 
wavelength of energy & the 
vibration of matter in the 
reality of space now"

 
"The emotional state of being 
without pain, fear or 
problems is called Well-
Being"
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"Pain, fear & problems are all 
symptoms of low emotional 
energy"

 
"If sleep patterns were 
determined by a body clock, 
we would all go to sleep & 
get up at the same time every 
day”
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"Character & Personality 
rarely express Individuality"

 
"Individuality is the 
individual reality of every 
Individual  who is creating 
their own individual 
experience"
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"Once you know that you can 
have everything you want, 
you realise that you have 
everything you need"

  
"A Clear Conscience is 
usually unaware of other 
people's boundaries"
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"When Conscience & 
Intuition conflict there is a 
dilemma & a great 
opportunity for learning"

 
"The Miracle of Modern 
Science will happen when 
modern science recognises 
miracles"
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"My destiny is written in 
stone means that I have a 
unique & exclusive life path 
that my Soul has chosen for 
its Self to experience"

 
"What is a controlling mind 
trying to control: Its own 
experience of reality or other 
people's perspective of 
reality?"
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"A new sense is a nuisance to 
an orderly mind"

 
"A Routine is a course of 
action that I am able to sub-
consciously carry out without 
thinking about it"
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"With Great Power comes the 
ability to respond in a great 
way: Magnificent power 
allows magnificent ability"

 
"Is your Mind the 
Programmer of your own 
reality or has your mind been 
programmed by your 
experience of everyone else's 
apparent reality?"
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"The human brain, like a 
computer, is a processor of 
stored data that is 
programmable. It is the Mind 
that is the Programmer"

 
"Having a Mind of My Own 
requires that I own all my 
beliefs and make them my 
own"
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"Thought can be creative: 
Thinking can be destructive”

  
"Other people are not 
responsible for solving the 
problems that I have created"

 
"You can clone a human clone 
but not a Human Being"
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"My emotional power 
expands with the awareness 
of its magnitude"

 
"When I focus on what I am 
doing, I get more things to do: 
When I focus on who I am 
being, my emotional power 
increases"
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"When I focus on my to-do 
list, I get more things to do"

 
"You don't need to be busy to 
run a business"

 
"With intuitive insight, 
nothing is ever unreasonable"
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"Rational Logic follows the 
laws of physics: Spiritual 
Logic follows the law of 
attraction"

 
"A fair society has equal 
entitlement, no hierarchy & 
no elite status"
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"An unequal society is 
governed by greedy people, 
who believe that they are 
more superior, who need to 
compete to be better than 
others"

 
"No matter how astounding, 
all 'earth shattering' 
discoveries have so far failed 
to live up to their definition"
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"Assertiveness is the need to 
be in control and the need to 
get your own way a.k.a. 
arrogance - the ability to tell 
other people what to do"

 
"The ability to disagree 
without argument or conflict 
is far more skilful than the 
ability to agree"
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"People who need to be liked 
will agree with anything"

 
"Being disagreeable allows 
me to say no without being in 
conflict"

 
"Saying 'No' can be very 
agreeable"
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"Life is a treadmill that we 
fear will one day stop, so we 
run harder to try to get off?"

 
"The Reality is that 'The Sands 
of Time' are trapped in Space"

 
"If you can't cross my 
boundaries, you can't offend 
me"
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"With expansive boundaries, 
no defence is needed as no 
attack is possible"

 
"The Law of Attraction is ever 
accountable, so I let it do the 
accounts"

"War is serious: Sports is fun"
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"When I write intuitively, 
with inspiration & awareness, 
my book is always balanced"

 
"The Day of Reckoning is the 
day I realise that the Law of 
Attraction always Balances 
the Books"
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"To realise that I have no debt 
to pay requires the reality that 
I have no debt to pay"

 
"Only when the Official 
Secrets Act is replaced by an 
Official Transparency Act will 
Government become 
Officially Accountable"
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"Attack & Defence are a 
duality of a competition 
called war"

 
"When I am secure in my own 
authority, I am comfortable in 
my own power & safe in my 
own ability"
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"Being emotionally potent & 
mentally scient allows me to 
be physical present"

  
"On a physical level, it is good 
to get rid of our rubbish & 
our waste; so why hang on to 
our outdated beliefs and our 
toxic emotions?"
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"With the mental security to 
be emotionally comfortable, 
no protection is required to be 
physically safe"

 
"To ensure my physical safety, 
I will need protection from 
my emotional discomfort & 
my mental insecurity"
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"With physical security, I will 
either feel safe or unsafe: With 
physical comfort, I will either 
feel secure or insecure"

 
"Physical safety requires both 
emotional comfort & mental 
security"
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"Security is a mental capacity: 
Comfort is an emotional 
competence: Safety is a 
physical capability"

 
"Open Source Collaborative 
Security requires 
Transparency not Secrecy"
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"Amateurs do it for the love 
of it: Professionals do it for 
the money"

 
"Riches without wealth come 
with knowledge without 
wisdom"
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"Being abundant, being 
attractive & being allowing all 
work together in harmony"

 
"I do not create abundance, I 
connect with it by choosing it; 
by choosing it, I attract it; by 
being abundant, I attract 
abundance"
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"Love is potentially the most 
powerfully creative emotional 
feeling: Fear, hatred & lust are 
the most potentially 
destructive emotions"

 
"The greater the magnitude of 
an emotion, the more 
powerful it is & the more 
potentially creative or 
destructive it can be"
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"The energy force of life is 
Light. The more enlightened a 
thought, the more the creative 
force is evident"

 
"When life happens through 
me, I am response-able: When 
life happens as me I am 
actual"
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"When life happens to me, I 
am reactive: When life 
happens by me I am pro-
active"

 
"I can fear the change or I can 
change the fear"
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"Being sensible, responsible & 
trustworthy allows me to 
carry out my duties well"

 
"Being Responsible is a 
limiting belief: Being 
Response Able is a powerful 
emotional state of being"
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"If you have nothing to fear, 
you have nothing to hide"

 
"I career along a Career Path: 
I flow along my Life Path"

 
"A Pedantic Romantic is 
Semantic"
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"You have to have the power 
to get the power. Getting the 
power to have the power, 
disconnects the power"

 
"Emotional power allows 
emotional awareness & 
emotional competence with 
mental capacity, which allows 
mental authority with 
emotional power"
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"Influential people labour 
under the misguided belief 
that their knowledge gives 
them power over other 
people"

 
"The most powerful people in 
the world have no power, just 
relative degrees of influence"
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"My conscious mind works 
on what I want: My sub-
conscious mind works on 
what I need: My super-
conscious mind works on 
what I can have"

"A Sovereign Entity is a 
Golden Ruler"
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"Definition is something I 
learn. I learn to define reality 
through experience: Meaning 
is something I know because 
it has purpose"

 
"Importing emotional power 
from other people by 
influential means is important 
to a self-important person"
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"Influential people believe 
that they are powerful: 
Powerful people know that 
they are influential"

 
"A Champion knows how to 
win: A Master knows how to 
win & lose”
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"I am nobody's God: I am my 
own Creator of my own 
Reality"

 
"Until I understand why I 
think the way I do, I will not 
understand why other people 
think the way they do"
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"A mis-aligned perspective 
causes emotional impurity 
and unfulfilled potential"

 
"Whatever I know is mentally 
right & I feel is emotionally 
good, I see as physically 
positive"
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"Entropy has a high intensity, 
the more intense the entropy 
the greater the state of chaos"

 
"Expansive flow is the 
effortless balance between 
inertia & entropy"
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"Inertia has a low intensity, 
the lower the intensity the 
more inert is the experience"

 
"The Jipps or Heebie-Jeebies 
are there to remind the ego 
that it is not primarily in 
control"
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"I am the Beneficiary of a 
beneficial Benefactor"

 
"Human Rites are often 
wrong"

 
"Human Rights are human 
wrongs from an opposing 
perspective"
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"When life happens through 
me, I am the Beneficiary: 
When life happens as me, I 
am the Benefactor"

 
"When life happens to me, I 
am the victim: When life 
happens by me, I am the 
villain"
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"The Nature of the Universe is 
Attraction: The nature of man 
is often unattractive"

 
"Nature is Universal not 
Human"

"Intensity is the entropy of 
intention"
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"Dependence happens to me: 
Independence happens by 
me: Inner-dependence 
happens through me: 
Sovereignty happens as me:

 
"I have power when I am 
connected to the source of my 
own authority"
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"I have authority when I am 
the author of my own choice”

 
"I perceive life as an 
emotional experience, 
irrespective of my 
perspective"
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"When I perceive life to be 
unemotional, it's just a 
perspective”

 
"Being in dependence is the 
opposite of independence 
unless it is inner dependence”
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"Life becomes problematic 
when I confuse my Rites with 
my Rights"

 
"A Rite is a belief that can be 
right or wrong, good or bad, 
true or untrue"
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"I am emotionally self-
contained until I am so 
overcome with emotion that I 
cannot contain myself any 
longer"

 
"Thinking outside of the box 
is not a process of the mental 
processor that I call my brain-
box"
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"Imagination is an inspired & 
empowered thought, unless I 
think it is something less 
inspired & empowered"

 
"I cannot learn to like 
someone who is not like me, 
but I can learn to accept that 
they are different"
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"Being emotionally balanced 
& mentally neutral is not the 
same as being mentally 
balanced & emotionally 
neutral"

 
"An expletive appears to have 
no meaning to an emotionally 
unintelligent person"
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"An Expletive can be used to 
express a range of different 
emotions"

 
"My thoughts, words & deeds 
connect me to my authority, 
power & ability"
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"Watching what I say 
disconnects my authority: 
Hearing what I say connects 
me to my path”

 
"Thought is Authorised: 
Emotion is Powerful"
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"The authority of a thought is 
mindful: The power of a word 
is emotional: Only words that 
convey emotion have power"

 
"The emotion that I express is 
either an expression of my 
power or an expression of my 
lack of power"
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"Repression of thoughts & 
feelings leads to depression"

 
"Free Expression is 
disallowed with Suppression 
by others that causes 
Repression of the Self & leads 
to Depression of the Soul"
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"For a Master Magician, 
miracles happen every day"

 
"When you see the magic of 
life, you know it is a miracle, 
not a trick"

"Life is mine by Rite, not by 
Right"
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"Being free & being at peace 
are personal emotional needs 
until I exclusively have the 
emotional power to be free & 
to be at peace"

 
"Freedom of choice is attained 
by being free and being at 
choice"
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"The belief that money allows 
choice will enslave you to 
money"

 
"Divine Presence flows now 
through the gap between past 
& future"
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"The Gap is the space 
between the stimulus & 
response of a cause & effect 
dual reality existence"

  
"Divine Presence is a state of 
being that is attained through 
the awareness of being 
divinely connected to each 
present moment"
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"Responsibility is an 
entrusted duty that I am 
liable, accountable & 
answerable for"

 
"When I am driven to 
distraction, who is doing the 
driving?"
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"When I know it in my bones 
or feel it in my water, am I 
being intuitively wise or 
talking nonsense?”

 
"Infinite Mass is an 
oxymoron: Mass defines 
matter, which is finite not 
infinite"
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"Matter is finite: Motion is 
definite: Energy is infinite"

 
"The attention of a creative 
genius is focused by their 
creative genie on being 
genuinely creative"
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"Attention Deficit is only a 
Disorder from the perspective 
of the person who needs your 
attention”

 
"My fate is inherited: My 
vision is bequeathed: My 
legacy is destined"
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"I do not inherit my legacy, 
but my children do"

 
"Forget Nothing: Forgive 
Everything"

 
"The Content that I have in 
life is both physical & 
emotional"
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"Every moment in time is 
both temporary & permanent: 
It exists eternally as a 
temporal experience"

 
"Humility is collective, 
communal or inclusive 
humbleness"
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"Humility is an attainment 
that is not personally 
attributable"

 
"Mental illness is a 
malfunction of the brain: 
Mental unwellness is a 
malfunction of the mind"
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"My authority is my Truth. 
Knowing my Truth connects 
me to my authority, which 
connects me to my power"

 
"The Pleiadian Realm is on a 
higher Holon of existence, not 
a different star system"
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"A malfunctioning brain is a 
physical disability that causes 
physical disability, not a 
mental inability of the mind 
that causes incapacity"

 
"It is not my state of mind 
that is disturbed: It is my 
emotional state of being in 
balance that is disturbed by a 
fear or false belief"
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"My State of Mind is either 
conscious or unconscious: My 
State of Being is either 
emotional or unemotional"

 
"If you believe that you have 
to fight for what you believe 
in, your beliefs are probably 
flawed"
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"When I believe that my heart 
is wrong, my head is not right 
because I'm not in my right 
mind"

 
"It is not possible for a 
country without a clear 
constitution to unite with 
other countries under a 
commonly accepted 
constitution"
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"In Britain, because no Act of 
Parliament can be 
unconstitutional, an Upper 
House of Lords is required to 
act as a Supreme Court of 
Appeal"

"I avoid the void when I fill 
the gap"
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"The reason America declared 
Independence and set up its 
own Constitution is because 
the British Parliament is 
Sovereign not the people"

 
"When Senators forget the 
function of Congress is to 
uphold the Constitution of 
the Country, the constitution 
of the people is put at risk"
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"Asking someone to access 
your Akashic Record is 
asking them for their opinion 
of their perspective of your 
potential reality"

 
"Without the need for secrecy, 
encryption is unnecessary"
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"In a wise, transparent & 
accountable society, secrecy is 
no longer an issue"

 
"In a case of personal security 
conflicting with national 
security, the national 
government is no longer 
representing the people"
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"Grief is caused by my dis-
attachment to whatever I 
need emotionally"

 
"The Akashic Record is the 
Soul's personal iCloud 
account of each Individual 
Self"
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"Access to my Akashic Record 
is intuitive"

 
"I have a grievance with 
whatever causes me to 
grieve"
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"The will of the ego has 
unconditional authority but 
limited power: It is limited by 
the emotional power of its 
mental authority"

 
"Unlimited will power is an 
oxymoron: Unlimited 
emotional power is called 
omnipotence"
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"Ego depletion increases 
dependency on will power 
when loss of will power is 
seen as ego depletion"

 
"With One I, Two Ayes & 
Three Eyes, I positively see 
Life"
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"Intuition is never wrong but 
it can be mis-judged & mis-
used"

 
"I can't tempt providence: I 
either allow it or I block it"

 
"An Educated Man listens to 
the truth of a reality: A Wise 
Man hears the Real Truth"
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"I judge behaviour, I pre-
judge character & I discern 
personality"

 
"I prejudge with my eyes, I 
judge with my ears & I 
discern with my taste, touch, 
smell, instinct, intuition & 
feelings"
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"I study to acquire 
knowledge: I connect to attain 
wisdom"

 
"Nobody studies to be 
ordinary"

 
"Ordinariness is taught not 
attained"
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"Co-operation is the only 
operation I will ever need"

 
"My body has the capacity to 
heal itself, when it has my co-
operation"

 
"Be Well thy Self is Wealthy"
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"Heal thy Self is Healthy"

 
"We is Wise when Me, My 
Self & I are of One Mind”

  
"The Organising Organisation 
of an Organism is 
Consciousness"
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"There is nothing more ugly 
than trying to be beautiful"

 
"I have three choices of 
authority: You will, I will or I 
am"

 
"When life happens through 
me, I follow the choice of my 
Soul & the authority of I am"
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"When life happens by me, I 
follow the choices of my ego 
& the authority of my will"

 
"When life happens to me, I 
follow other people's choices 
& other people's authority"
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"I am motivated by others, 
willed by my ego or 
empowered by my Soul"

 
"When life happens through 
me, I engage my vision, 
mission & purpose: When life 
happens as me, everything is 
love & light"
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"When life happens to me, I 
engage in conflict: When life 
happens by me, I engage in 
work & marriage"

 
"Conflict & opposition are the 
nature of a dual reality world: 
Peace balance & harmony are 
the nature of a triune reality 
world"
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"Morality can be a great 
hinderance to completing a 
spiritual quest"

 
"The problem with religion is 
that there are many teachers 
but no-one is learning any 
new lessons"
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"Religion is faith without 
wisdom"

 
"Leading a spiritual life 
requires wisdom: Following a 
spiritual path requires faith: 
Faith with wisdom is the 
way"
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"If I learned one new spiritual 
lesson everyday for 10 years, 
how wise would I become?"

 
"Visionaries live an effortless 
life of true value once they 
learn to consciously meet 
their own emotional needs"
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"Pragmatists are more 
rational because they are able 
to sub-consciously meet their 
own emotional needs"

 
"When things happen 
through me, life flows 
effortless: When things 
happen as me, life is blissful"
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"When things happen to me, 
life can be a bitch: When 
things happen by me, life is 
what I make it"

 
"When you say: 'Why did I do 
that'? Who is the I?"

 
"Respect is common courtesy"
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"Reality is the flow of time at 
the speed of light across the 
vastness of space"

 
"The true power of the ego is 
aligned with the authority of 
the Soul"
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“I will is the authority of the 
ego: I am is the power of the 
Soul"

 
"Earth time is measured in 
minutes: Universal Time is 
measured in moments"
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"Time & Space are opposing 
perspectives of the same 
reality: We are moving 
through space at the same 
speed as time is moving past 
us"

 
"The speed of light is the 
frequency of time through the 
space of our reality"
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"Science has just discovered a 
way to listen to gravity 
waves. They can now turn a 
measurement of the 
magnitude of energy into a 
sound wave"

 
"If humanoids are 
programmed with only good 
qualities, will it make them 
superior to humans?”
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"Humans are made in the 
image of God: Humanoids are 
made in the image of Man"

 
"Will an artificially intelligent 
robot of the future see Man as 
their God?"
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"My Soul is ever & always 
connected: It is the ego that 
chooses to be unemotional, 
insensitive & disconnected"

 
"Good nature is a beneficial 
advantage that is good & 
natural"
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"I can take advantage of 
someone's naivety or 
stupidity but not their good 
nature"

 
"Thought is Creative: 
Thinking causes an effect"

"I Will is the will of the ego: I 
Am is the authority of the 
Soul"
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"When life happens through 
me, I overcome the duality of 
cause and effect: When life 
happens as me, I am both the 
creator & the creation"

 
"When life happens to me, I 
am at the effect of the cause: 
When life happens by me, I 
am the cause of the effect"
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"Sometimes we have to take a 
step back to see the big 
picture"

 
"When you have no enemies, 
there is no need for secrecy"

 
"I Am: My Soul! We Are: Me, 
My Self & I!"
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"I'll cause ill-ness: We'll create 
well-ness"

 
"Power is not relative to 
money but the need for 
money is relative to the need 
for emotional power"
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"It is neither power nor 
money that is corrupt: It is the 
belief that power comes with 
money that is corrupt"

 
"Happiness is a state of being 
that is prime, natural & 
divine"
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"Happiness is being 
connected to my emotional 
power, which enables me to 
attain whatever I am 
authorised to have"

 
"Happiness is a paradox: I 
need emotional power to be 
happy & I need to be happy 
to have emotional power"
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